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CONTROL OF THE CAUCHY PROBLEM ON HILBERT SPACES:
A GLOBAL APPROACH VIA SYMBOL CRITERIA

DUVÁN CARDONA, JULIO DELGADO, BRIAN GRAJALES, AND MICHAEL RUZHANSKY

Abstract. Let A and B be invariant linear operators with respect to a decom-
position tHjujPN of a Hilbert space H in subspaces of finite dimension. We give
necessary and sufficient conditions for the controllability of the Cauchy problem

ut “ Au ` Bv, up0q “ u0,

in terms of the (global) matrix-valued symbols σA and σB of A and B, respectively,
associated to the decomposition tHjujPN. Then, we present some applications in-
cluding the controllability of the Cauchy problem on compact manifolds for elliptic
operators and the controllability of fractional diffusion models for Hörmander sub-
Laplacians on compact Lie groups. We also give conditions for the controllibility
of wave and Schrödinger equations in these settings.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Outline and methodology. In this work we develop an approach to determine
the controllability of the Cauchy problem on Hilbert spaces. Although there exists
a very well-known criterion for the controllability of this problem, which is based on
the Hilbert Uniqueness Method due to J. L. Lions [55,56], which reduces the control-
lability of a system to the validity of the corresponding observability inequality for
the adjoint system, here we provide a criterion inspired from the microlocal analysis
of pseudo-differential operators (inspired in the notion of the symbol of an operator,
see Hörmander [46]), which decouples the system

du

dt
“ Au ` Bvptq, up0q “ u0, t P r0, T s, (1.1)

(here A and B are densely defined operators on a separable Hilbert space H) in an
infinite number of finite-dimensional control systems

dpuℓ{dt “ Aℓpuℓ ` Bℓpvℓptq, puℓp0q “ pu0,ℓ P Hℓ, t P r0, T s, ℓ P N0, (1.2)

where one is allowed to apply theKalman criterion, see [50]. In this context, Kalman’s
criterion says that the rank condition

RankrBℓ, AℓBℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Anℓ´1

ℓ Bℓs “ nℓ “ dimpHℓq, (1.3)

provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the controllability of (1.2). Our
approach shows that the exact controllability of the system (1.1) implies the exact
controllability of any system (1.2). On the other hand, our approach also shows that
if every system (1.2) is controllable and its controllability cost is uniformly bounded
in ℓ (that is, if the coupled systems (1.2) has a globally finite controllability cost) we
are able to provide the exact controllability of (1.1).
The decoupling procedure from (1.1) to (1.2) is carried out in such a way that the

family of finite-dimensional subspaces pHℓqℓPN0
provides an orthogonal decomposition

of the underlying space H “ À
ℓHℓ. Relative to this decomposition, and to any choice

of an orthonormal basis Bℓ of Hℓ, there is a canonical Fourier transform

(FT): u ÞÑ pupℓq P C
nℓ , (1.4)

provided by the orthogonal projections Pℓ : H Ñ Hℓ, that in view of the Fourier
inversion formula

u “
ÿ

ℓPN0

Pℓu, (1.5)

is given by pupℓq “ rPℓusBℓ
, that is the coordinate vector of Pℓu with respect to the basis

Bℓ. Certainly one has the identification pupℓq – Pℓu. In other words the decoupling
procedure from (1.1) into (1.2) is nothing else that taking the Fourier transform of
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the system (1.1) relative to the decomposition pHℓqℓPN0
. We explain it in the following

diagram:

(1.1) ùñ (FT) ùñ (1.2) (1.6)

On the other hand, a fact that is important for our further analysis is the coupling
procedure from all the systems in (1.2) to (1.1). According to the standard terminol-
ogy in quantum mechanics we do it by using the quantisation procedure symbol-to-

operator. In our case (and under the identification pupℓq – Pℓu) the sequences pAℓqℓPN
and pBℓqℓPN, are the symbols of the operators A and B, respectively. The quantisation
procedures

pAℓqℓPN ÞÑ A “ QPppAℓqℓPNq, pBℓqℓPN ÞÑ B “ QPppBℓqℓPNq, 1 (1.7)

allow to analyse the properties of the operators A and B, from the properties of
their symbols σApℓq :“ Aℓ and σBpℓq :“ Bℓ, ℓ P N, respectively. In other words, the
coupling procedure from (1.2) to (1.1) is carried out by quantising the systems in
(1.2). We explain it in the following diagram:

(1.2) ùñ (QP) ùñ (1.1) (1.8)

As we will notice, the coupling and the decoupling procedure will be effective, in the
sense that the information in the following diagram is preserved

(1.1) ùñ (FT) ùñ (1.2) ùñ (QP) ùñ (1.1) (1.9)

if the operators A and B leave invariant the orthogonal decomposition pHℓqℓPN. So,
a fundamental geometric property assumed during this work is that every Hℓ is an
invariant subspace of A and B, respectively, that is,

@ℓ, AHℓ Ă Hℓ and BHℓ Ă Hℓ.

Having explained the methodology of our approach we are going to explain our main
result. We will also give several general examples of this property.

1.2. The main result. According to the theory of invariant operators on Hilbert
spaces developed by the second and fourth author in [27, 28], A and B are Fourier
multipliers on H (associated to the decomposition pHℓqℓPN). The construction of the
global matrix-valued symbol σT in [27,28] of a Fourier multiplier T on a Hilbert space
H can be found in Theorem 2.1 of Subsection 2.5. With the notations employed in
Subsection 2.5 we present our main Theorem 3.5 in Section 3. In the case where A

generates a (strongly continuous semigroup) C0-semigroup, our main theorem essen-
tially says that

(1.1) is controllable ðñ @ℓ, (1.2) satisfies the Kalman condition (1.3) (1.10)

and we compute in a sharp way the relation between the controllability cost of (1.1)
with respect to the global controllability cost of the systems in (1.3), see Definition
3.4. We refer the reader to Section 3 for details. We observe that in the case where M
is a compact manifold without boundary, the Fourier analysis notion discussed above

1Here, we have employed the notation A “ QPppAℓqℓPNq to indicate that the operator A is the
quantisation of the sequence pAℓqℓPN. We have employed QP to abbreviate “Quantisation proce-

dure”. In the standard terminology of the theory of pseudo-differential operators one also write
A “ OpppAℓqℓPNq to indicate that A is the operator associated to the symbol pAℓqℓPN.
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can be associated to any elliptic and positive elliptic pseudo-differential operator E
on M in the sense of Seeley [67, 68]. Our approach includes this setting and other
applications will be presented in the next subsection, see also Section 4.

1.3. Applications. From the mathematical perspective, there are many different
contexts in which one can obtain an orthogonal decomposition of a Hilbert space H.

For instance and for our purposes we give some examples:

‚ On a compact manifold M without boundary, L2pMq “ À
ℓHℓ can be de-

composed into the eigenspaces Hℓ “ KerpE ´ λℓIq of a positive and elliptic
pseudo-differential operator E on M.

‚ On a compact manifold M without boundary, (in particular, on an arbitrary
compact Lie group M “ G) L2pMq “ À

ℓHℓ can be decomposed into the
eigenspaces Hℓ “ KerpLs{2 ´ λℓIq of a fractional power of a positive sub-

Laplacian L “ ´ řk
j“1

X2

j , associated to a Hörmander system of vector-fields

X “ tX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xku satisfying the Hörmander condition. It means that the
vector fields in X and their iterated commutators span the tangent space
TM.

‚ In the case of Rn, L2pRnq “ À
ℓHℓ can be decomposed into the eigenspaces

Hℓ “ KerpH ´ λℓIq of the harmonic oscillator H “ ´∆x ` |x|2, (or of
more general anharmonic oscillators Hl1,l2 “ p´∆xql1 ` |x|2l2 , the fractional
relativistic Schrödinger operators, and of course the special case of relativistic
Schrödinger operators

?
I ´ ∆ ` |x|2l).

‚ On open bounded domains Ω of Rn, L2pΩq “ À
ℓ Hℓ can be decomposed into

the eigenspaces Hℓ “ Kerpp´∆qs ´ λℓIq of the spectral fractional Laplacian
p´∆qs with homogeneous boundary Dirichlet data on BΩ.

‚ In any separable complex Hilbert space H admitting an unbounded self-
adjoint operator E with discrete spectrum (according to the spectral theo-
rem), the previous situations supply examples.

Then, our analysis will include models of the form (1.1) and then the following specific
situations:

‚ Control of fractional elliptic problems. M is a closed manifold, H “
L2pMq, A “ Es is a positive power of an elliptic operator E on M, and B

being an operator commuting with E, (this condition assures that B leaves
invariant the eigenspaces of A).

‚ Control of fractional subelliptic problems. Again, on a closed manifold
M, A can be a fractional power of a positive sub-Laplacian L “ ´ řk

j“1
X2

j ,

associated to a Hörmander system of vector-fields X “ tX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xku sat-
isfying the Hörmander condition and B being a continuous linear operator
commuting with A.

‚ Control of fractional diffusion models for anharmonic operators and
relativistic Schrödinger operators. A can be the harmonic oscillator
H “ ´∆x ` |x|2, acting on C8

0
pRnq Ă L2pRnq (or A can be a more general

anharmonic oscillator of the type Hl1,l2 “ p´∆xql1 ` |x|2l2) and B commuting
with A. Similarly, A can be a relativistic Schrödinger operator of the form?
I ´ ∆ ` |x|2l and B commuting with A.
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‚ Control in compact Lie groups setting. M “ G is a compact Lie group
and A and B are continuous linear operators on C8pGq being left-invariant.
This mean that they commute with the left-action Lx : f ÞÑ fpx¨q of the
group to C8pGq.

Although the approach of this work, summarised in (1.10), is designed for analysing
general Cauchy problems on Hilbert spaces, our degree of generality is justified by a
variety of applications (where particular contexts are given by the previous examples).
Therein we allow the analysis of non-local models, namely, where the main term A

is a non-local operator as in the case of the fractional Laplacian p´∆qs on an open
domain Ω or on a closed manifoldM, the fractional sub-Laplacian p´Lqs, any positive
power Es of an elliptic operator E, or any PDE where A having a discrete spectrum
has principal terms involving pseudo-differential and/or integral terms.

1.4. State-of-the-art. There has been a growing activity with respect to the re-
search on the controllability of fractional diffusion models and other differential prob-
lems involving non-local operators. Next, we give some references related with this
work.

1.4.1. A general overview. The growing research activity in the setting of fractional
diffusion models is justified by emerging models in different branches of science and
engineering. For instance, non-local and fractional equations appear as models in
turbulence problems [8], in image processing [41], population dynamics [24], and e.g.
in optimal control of fractional Laplacians with variable exponent models applied to
image denoising [5, 7].
In addition, several of the recent works in literature (see e.g. [1–3,15,16]) have been

using numerical methods for fractional Laplacians where the techniques are based in
the works by Glowinski and J. L. Lions, see e.g. [42, 43]. From the mathematical
point of view, there has been a huge activity with recent pioneering works including
extension techniques, see Caffarelli and Silvestre [17,18], and other models including
inverse problems and analysis of non-local PDE, see e.g. S. Dipierro, X. Ros-Oton,
and E. Valdinoci [31, 32], Fall and Felli [37], Ghosh, Rüland, Salo, and Uhlmann
[40]. For the recent activity involving optimal control of diffusion models, we refer
to [4–6] and for the analysis of fractional hyperbolic and dispersive problems we
refer to [11–13, 38]. Other recent works involving control and numerical methods
for fractional diffusion models can be found in the recent works [10, 14, 23] and the
extensive list of references therein.
In the wide spectrum of the numerical analysis of non-local models, the penalized

uniqueness method has been used e.g. by Boyer, Hubert, and Rousseau in [16] and by
Glowinski and Lions in [42] to compute control functions numerically in the analysis
of fractional Laplacians. As we discussed above, these operators are of worthy in-
terest since they appear in a large number of models describing practical situations.
Among them we refer to [57] where a realization of the fractional Schrödinger equa-
tion is applied to optics, to [70] where the fractional Laplacian appears in the scalar
Helmholtz equation which is used in electromagnetic interrogation in Earth’s inte-
rior, and a classical paper by Mandelbrot and Van Ness [58] dealing with fractional
Brownian motions.
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It is worth to mention that an alternative approach to study the controllability or
even, the approximate controllability of the Cauchy problem

du{dt “ Au ` Bvptq, up0q “ u0, t P r0, T s,
is to accurately discretize the operator A. Some of these methods have been developed
in [1, 2, 9, 47] for the fractional Laplacian and in [61] for the Dirichlet fractional

Laplacian, which is is defined as the power of the Laplace operator, obtained by
using the spectral decomposition of the Laplacian.

1.4.2. Control theory on compact manifolds. The study of the controllability on Rie-
mannian manifolds has a long tradition. The fundamental models to be understood
are the heat and the wave equation. The exact controllability of the wave equation
was proved firstly by Chen and Millman [22]. The exact controllability of the heat
equation in the setting of internal control was proved in the seminal work of Lebeau
and Robbiano [53]. In particular, the method developed in [53] changed the per-
spective on the field, by reducing the observability inequality of the adjoint system
to the validity of a spectral inequality, see Jerison and Lebeau [48] and Lebeau and
Zuazua [54]. Such a spectral inequality is a generalisation of the spectral inequality
due to Donnelly and Fefferman [33–36].
About fractional diffusion models for positive powers of general elliptic pseudo-

differential operators, we refer the reader to [19, 21]. On the other hand, we observe
that in [26], the controllability in small time for the Navier-Stokes equations of in-
compressible fluids on compact two-dimensional manifolds was proved using purely
analytic tools by Coron and Furkisov.
In the setting of the fractional heat equation on open domains (with the suit-

able boundary conditions) several of these works have been dedicated to the internal
controllability problem and the numerical analysis for this problems have been con-
centrated in the one dimensional case. To illustrate this, consider the fractional heat
equation

du

dt
“ ´p∆Mqs{2u ` 1ωv, (1.11)

where ω Ă M is an open subset. For s “ 2 the null-controllability of the model (1.11)
was proved by Lebeau and Robbiano [53]. Micu and Zuazua [59] and Biccari and
Hernández-Santamaŕıa proved that, in one dimension, it is null controllable with a
control function v P L2pω ˆ p0, T qq if and only if 1 ă s ă 2, and the authors have
analysed the approximate controllability of the system for 0 ă s ă 1, see also [9].
In [14], Biccari, Warma, and Zuazua proved the same result with bounded control
functions.

1.5. Organisation of the work. This paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we
present the preliminaries about the Fourier analysis on Hilbert spaces and the theory
of invariant operators and their symbol properties as developed in [27, 28]. We also
present the construction of the matrix-valued symbols for continuous linear operators
on compact Lie groups as developed in [64] and the results of the abstract control
theory used in this work, namely, the Kalman condition and the observability crite-
rion for the controllability of the Cauchy problem on Hilbert spaces. Our main result
in the form of Theorem 3.5 will be presented in Section 3. Section 4 is dedicated to
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presenting a variety of applications of our main result. It is organised as follows: In
Subsection 4.2 we analyse the controllability of diffusion models for elliptic operators
on compact manifolds. In Subsection 4.3 we revisit Theorem 3.5 in the context of a
compact Lie group G and we give a criterion in Theorem 4.7 adapted to the Cauchy
problem for general left-invariant operators on G. The criterion is refined in terms
of the matrix-valued symbols of the operators constructed from the group Fourier
transform on G, or equivalently, from the representation theory of the group as de-
veloped in [64]. Subsection 4.4 is dedicated to the controllability of fractional models
determined by powers of Hörmander sub-Laplacians on compact Lie groups. In Sub-
section 4.5 we deduce the controllability of the heat operator from the controllability
of the wave operator via a Kalman type analysis on each representation space. In
Subsection 4.6 we present the Kalman condition for the control of the Schrödinger
equation as an application of Theorem 3.5. Finally, in Section 5 we present some
conclusions about the symbol criteria approach developed in this work.

2. Fourier multipliers and abstract control theory

2.1. Fourier multipliers on Hilbert spaces. We now recall the notion of invariant
operators introduced in [28] and which is based on the following theorem:

Theorem 2.1. Let H be a complex Hilbert space and let H8 Ă H be a dense linear

subspace of H. Let tdjujPN0
Ă N and let tekj ujPN0,1ďkďdj be an orthonormal basis of H

such that ekj P H8 for all j and k. Let Hj :“ spantekj udjk“1
, and let Pj : H Ñ Hj be

the orthogonal projection. For f P H, we denote pfpj, kq :“ pf, ekj qH and let pfpjq P C
dj

denote the column of pfpj, kq, 1 ď k ď dj. Let T : H8 Ñ H be a linear operator. Then

the following conditions are equivalent:

(A) For each j P N0, we have T pHjq Ă Hj.

(B) For each ℓ P N0 there exists a matrix σT pℓq P Cdℓˆdℓ such that for all ekj

yTekj pℓ,mq “ σT pℓqmkδjℓ.

(C) For each ℓ P N0 there exists a matrix σT pℓq P Cdℓˆdℓ such that

xTfpℓq “ σT pℓq pfpℓq
for all f P H8.

The matrices σT pℓq in (B) and (C) coincide.
The equivalent properties (A)–(C) follow from the condition

(D) For each j P N0, we have TPj “ PjT on H8.

If, in addition, T extends to a bounded operator T P L pHq then (D) is equivalent to
(A)–(C).

Remark 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, we have the direct sum decom-
position

H “
8à
j“0

Hj , Hj “ spantekj udjk“1
, (2.1)

and we have dj “ dimHj.
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Remark 2.3. In terms of the notation of Theorem 2.1, for any f P H, the Fourier
transform

pf : N0 Ñ
ď

ℓPN0

C
dℓˆdℓ , pfpjq “ ppf, e1j qH, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pf, ekj qH, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pf, edjj qHqT , (2.2)

relative to the subspace decomposition tHjujPN0
admits the Fourier inversion formula

f “
ÿ

ℓPN0

p pfpℓq, eℓqCdℓ , (2.3)

where px, yq ÞÑ px, yq
C
dℓ denotes the standard inner product on Cdℓ , and each eℓ is

the column vector

eℓ “ pe1ℓ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ekℓ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , edℓℓ qT . (2.4)

Note that the Plancherel formula takes the form

@f P H, }f}2H “
ÿ

ℓPN0

} pfpℓq}2
C
dℓ
. (2.5)

Remark 2.4. The two applications that we will consider will be with H “ L2pMq for
a compact manifold M with Hj being the eigenspaces of an elliptic classical pseudo-
differential operator E, or with H “ L2pGq for a compact Lie group G with

Hj “ spantξkmu1ďk,mďdξ

for a unitary irreducible representation ξ P rξjs P pG. The difference is that in the
first case we will have the eigenvalues of E corresponding to Hj’s are all distinct,
while in the second case the eigenvalues of the Laplacian on G for which Hj ’s are the
eigenspaces, may coincide.

Definition 2.5. In view of properties (A) and (C), respectively, an operator T sat-
isfying any of the equivalent properties (A)–(C) in Theorem 2.1, will be called an
invariant operator, or a Fourier multiplier relative to the decomposition tHjujPN0

in
(2.1). If the collection tHjujPN0

is fixed once and for all, we can just say that T is
invariant or a Fourier multiplier. The family of matrices σ will be called the matrix

symbol of T relative to the partition tHju and to the basis tekj u.
Remark 2.6. By following the notations in Definition 2.5, in view of the Fourier
inversion formula in (2.3), we have the matrix-valued quantisation formula

Tf “
ÿ

ℓPN0

pσT pℓq pfpℓq, eℓqCdℓ , f P H
8. (2.6)

As a consequence of Theorem 2.1, we have the following construction of global
matrix-valued symbols on compact manifolds without boundary.

Theorem 2.7 (Fourier multipliers on compact manifolds). Let M be a closed man-

ifold. Consider E P Ψν
cl,`pMq be a classical positive pseudo-differential operator of

order ν ą 0 on M. Let

‚ Hj “ KerpE ´ λjIq be the family of eigenspaces of E,

‚ Pj : L
2pMq Ñ Hj be the corresponding orthogonal projections,

‚ tdjujPN0
Ă N be the sequence formed by the dimensions of each Hj,
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‚ and assume that B “ tekj ujPN0,1ďkďdj is an orthonormal basis of L2pMq, where
each Hj is spanned by the basis spantekj udjk“1

.

For f P L2pMq, we denote by pfpj, kq :“ pf, ekj qH the Fourier coefficients of f relative

to the basis B. Let
pfpjq P C

dj

denote the column of pfpj, kq, 1 ď k ď dj . Let T : C8pMq Ñ L2pMq be a linear

operator. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(A) For each j P N0, we have T pHjq Ă Hj.

(B) For each ℓ P N0 there exists a matrix σT pℓq P Cdℓˆdℓ such that for all ekj

yTekj pℓ,mq “ σT pℓqmkδjℓ.

(C) For each ℓ P N0 there exists a matrix σT pℓq P Cdℓˆdℓ such that

xTfpℓq “ σT pℓq pfpℓq
for all f P C8pMq.

The matrices σT pℓq in (B) and (C) coincide.
The equivalent properties (A)–(C) follow from the condition

(D) For each j P N0, we have TPj “ PjT on H8.

If, in addition, T extends to a bounded operator T P L pL2pMqq then (D) is equivalent
to (A)–(C).

Remark 2.8. Let A,B : H8 Ñ H be Fourier multipliers. Assume that A is the
generator of a C0-semigroup Sptq, that is

@v P H
8, Av “ lim

tÑ0

1

t
pSptqv ´ vq , (2.7)

where the limit is taken with respect to the norm on H. In this case one has that

@ℓ P N, σSptqpℓq “ etσApℓq and σB˚pℓq “ σBpℓq˚. (2.8)

2.2. Abstract control theory. In this section we will present some results about
the controllability of a general control system of the form

du

dt
“ Au ` Bvptq, t P r0, T s, (2.9)

where A andB are continuous linearH-valued operators defined on dense subspaces of
Hilbert spaces H and V, respectively, and A is the generator of a strongly continuous
semigroup Sptq, t ą 0. For this we will follow J. M. Coron [25, Chapter IV].
Let us begin by specifying the definition of controllability.

Definition 2.9. The system (2.9) is controllable in time T ą 0 if, for every u0, uT P
DpAq, there exists an input (or control) map v : r0, T s Ñ DpBq such that the solution
u of the Cauchy problem $

’’&
’’%

du

dt
“ Au ` Bv,

up0q “ u0,

reaches uT at time T , that is, upT q “ uT .
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There is an extensive bibliography dedicated to the study of the controllability
of the system (2.9). We refer, for instance, to [63] and [71]. A large number of
analytic and numerical methods have been developed and used in different contexts,
for example, R. Kálmán proposed and proved a criterion to determine whether a
finite-dimensional linear system is controllable. This criterion is presented in the
following theorem.

Theorem 2.10 (Kalman’s criterion [49]). If H and V have finite dimensions n and

m respectively, then the system (2.9) is controllable in time T ą 0 if and only if

rank
“
B,AB, ¨ ¨ ¨ , An´1B

‰
“ n. (2.10)

Equality (2.10) is called the rank Kalman condition and we can observe that it
does not depend on the time T so, in particular, the Kalman’s criterion implies that
in finite dimension, the system is controllable in any time if it is controllable in some
time T ą 0.
Another useful tool to determine whether or not a system is controllable in a

time T ą 0 is given by the next theorem. For a proof of this theorem, see, for
instance [25, p. 57].

Theorem 2.11 (Observality criterion). The system (2.9) is controllable at a time

T ą 0 if and only if there exists a constant cT ą 0 such that

Tż

0

||B˚Sptq˚z||2Vdt ě c2T ||z||2H, @z P DpA˚q, (2.11)

where DpA˚q denotes the domain of the adjoint operator A˚ of A.

Inequality (2.11) is usually called the observability inequality for the system (2.9)
and we will use it later in the proof of our main theorem.

Remark 2.12. Let cpT q ą 0 be the supremum of the constants cT ą 0 satisfying the
observability inequality (2.11). By following the standard terminology of the control
theory, the constant

CT :“ 1{cpT q
is called the controllability cost of the controllable system (2.9).

2.3. Left-invariant operators on compact Lie groups. In order to record the
equivalence between Fourier multipliers and left-invariant operators let us start with
some basics about the Fourier analysis of a compact Lie group.
Let dx be the Haar measure on a compact Lie group G. The Hilbert space L2pGq

will be endowed with the inner product

pf, gq “
ż

G

fpxqgpxqdx.

According to the Peter-Weyl theorem the spectral decomposition of L2pGq can be
done in terms of the entries of unitary representations on a compact Lie group G. To
present such a theorem we will give some preliminaries.
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Definition 2.13 (Unitary representation of a compact Lie group). A continuous and
unitary representation of G on Cℓ is any continuous mapping ξ P HompG,Upℓqq,
where Upℓq is the Lie group of unitary matrices of order ℓ ˆ ℓ. The integer number
ℓ “ dimξ is called the dimension of the representation ξ since it is the dimension of
the representation space Cℓ.

Remark 2.14 (Irreducible representations). A subspace W Ă Cdξ is called ξ-invariant
if for any x P G, ξpxqpW q Ă W, where ξpxqpW q :“ tξpxqv : v P W u. The repre-
sentation ξ is irreducible if its only invariant subspaces are W “ H and W “ C

dξ ,

the trivial ones. On the other hand, any unitary representation ξ is a direct sum of
unitary irreducible representations. We denote it by ξ “ ξ1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ξj, with ξi being
irreducible representations on factors Cdξi that decompose the representation space

C
dξ “ C

dξ1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ C
dξj .

Definition 2.15 (Equivalent representations). Two unitary representations

ξ P HompG,Updξqq and η P HompG,Updηqq

are equivalent if there exists a linear invertible map S : Cdξ Ñ Cdη such that for any
x P G, Sξpxq “ ηpxqS. The mapping S is called an intertwining operator between
ξ and η. The set of all the intertwining operators between ξ and η is denoted by
Hompξ, ηq.

Remark 2.16 (Schur Lemma). In view of the 1905’s Schur lemma, if ξ P HompG,Updξqq
is irreducible, then Hompξ, ξq “ CIdξ is formed by scalar multiples of the identity ma-
trix Idξ of order dξ.

Definition 2.17 (The unitary dual). The relation „ on the set of unitary representa-
tions ReppGq defined by: ξ „ η if and only if ξ and η are equivalent representations,

is an equivalence relation. The quotient

pG :“ ReppGq{„

is called the unitary dual of G.

The unitary dual encodes all the Fourier analysis on the group. The Fourier trans-
form is defined as follows.

Definition 2.18 (Group Fourier transform). If ξ P ReppGq, the Fourier transform
FG associates to any f P C8pGq a matrix-valued function FGf defined on ReppGq
as follows

pFGfqpξq ” pfpξq “
ż

G

fpxqξpxq˚dx, ξ P ReppGq.

Remark 2.19 (The Fourier inversion formula on a compact Lie group). The discrete

Schwartz space S p pGq :“ FGpC8pGqq is the image of the Fourier transform on the
class of smooth functions. This operator admits a unitary extension from L2pGq into
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ℓ2p pGq, with

ℓ2p pGq “

$
’&
’%
φ : @rξs P pG, φpξq P C

dξˆdξ and }φ}
ℓ2p pGq :“

¨
˝ ÿ

rξsP pG

dξ}φpξq}2
HS

˛
‚

1

2

ă 8

,
/.
/-

.

(2.12)
The norm }φpξq}HS is the standard Hilbert-Schmidt norm of matrices. The Fourier
inversion formula takes the form

fpxq “
ÿ

rξsP pG

dξTrrξpxq pfpξqs, f P L2pGq, (2.13)

where the summation is understood in the sense that from any equivalence class rξs
we choose randomly a unitary representation.

Remark 2.20. The Plancherel theorem for the group Fourier transform takes the form

@f P L2pGq, }f}L2pGq “

¨
˝ ÿ

rξsP pG

dξ} pfpξq}2HS

˛
‚

1

2

. (2.14)

Let A : C8pGq Ñ C8pGq be a continuous linear operator with respect to the
standard Fréchet structure on C8pGq. There is a way of associating to the operator

A a matrix-valued function σA defined on the non-commutative phase space G ˆ pG
to rewrite the operator A in terms of the Fourier inversion formula and in terms of
the Fourier transform. Such an expression is called the dequantisation formula. To
introduce it we require the following definition.

Definition 2.21 (Right convolution kernel of an operator). The Schwartz kernel
theorem associates to A a kernel KA P D 1pG ˆ Gq such that

Afpxq “
ż

G

KApx, yqfpyqdy, f P C8pGq.

The distribution defined via RApx, yq :“ KApx, xy´1q that provides the convolution
identity

Afpxq “
ż

G

RApx, y´1xqfpyqdy, f P C8pGq,

is called the right-convolution kernel of A.

Remark 2.22 (The dequantisation formula). Now, we will associate a global symbol
σA : G ˆ ReppGq Ñ YℓPNC

ℓˆℓ to A. Indeed, for a given x0 P G, we can consider the
continuous linear operator Ax0

: C8pGq Ñ C8pGq defined by

Ax0
fpxq “

ż

G

RApx0, y
´1xqfpyqdy “ pf ˚ RApx0, ¨qqpxq,

and after taking the Fourier transform we get

zAx0
fpξq “ {RApx0, ¨qpξq pfpξq.
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Then, the Fourier inversion formula gives the following representation of the operator
Ax0

in terms of the Fourier transform,

Ax0
fpxq “

ÿ

rξsP pG

dξTrrξpxq {RApx0, ¨qpξq pfpξqs, f P C8pGq, (2.15)

and, therefore,

Afpxq “ Axfpxq “
ÿ

rξsP pG

dξTrrξpxq {RApx, ¨qpξq pfpξqs, f P C8pGq. (2.16)

We define the symbol of A at px, ξq P G ˆ ReppGq as

σApx, ξq :“ {RApx, ¨qpξq, (2.17)

so that
Afpxq “

ÿ

rξsP pG

dξTrrξpxqσApx, ξq pfpξqs, f P C8pGq. (2.18)

The formula (2.18) is independent of the choice of the representation ξ from any

equivalent class rξs P pG. This is a consequence of the Fourier inversion formula.

In the following quantisation theorem, we observe that the distribution σA in (2.18)
is unique and can be written in terms of the operator A, see Theorems 10.4.4 and
10.4.6 of [64, Pages 552-553].

Theorem 2.23. Let A : C8pGq Ñ C8pGq be a continuous linear operator. The

following statements are equivalent.

‚ The distribution σA : G ˆ pG Ñ YℓPNC
ℓˆℓ satisfies the quantisation formula

@f P C8pGq, @x P G, Afpxq “
ÿ

rξsP pG

dξTrrξpxqσApx, ξq pfpξqs. (2.19)

‚ @px, ξq P G ˆ ReppGq, σApx, ξq “ {RApx, ¨qpξq.

‚ @px, ξq, σApx, ξq “ ξpxq˚Aξpxq, where Aξpxq :“ pAξijpxqqdξi,j“1
.

Example 2.24 (Spectrum of the Laplacian). Let

X “ tX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xnu
be an orthonormal basis of the Lie algebra g. The positive Laplacian on G is the
second order differential operator

LG “ ´
nÿ

j“1

X2

j . (2.20)

The operator LG is independent of the choice of the orthonormal basis X of g. The
L2-spectrum of LG is a discrete set that can be enumerated in terms of the unitary

dual pG
SpectpLGq “ tλrξs : rξs P pGu. (2.21)

Of particular interest for our further analysis will be the Japanese bracket function

xty :“ p1 ` tq 1

2 , t ě ´1. (2.22)
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In particular the symbol of the operator xLGy “ p1 ` LGq 1

2 is given by

σxLGyprξsq :“ xξyIdξ , xξy :“ xλrξsy. (2.23)

Consider the action of the group G on C8pGq given by ρ : px, fq ÞÝÑ f ˝Lx, where
Lxpyq :“ xy. A continuous operator A : C8pGq Ñ C8pGq is called left-invariant if A
commutes with ρpx, ¨q for all x P G, i.e., if it satisfies the following property

Apf ˝ Lxq “ pAfq ˝ Lx, f P C8pGq, x P G.

Proposition 2.25 ( [64]). The following statements are equivalent:

iq A is left-invariant.

iiq RApx, yq “ RApzx, yq, @x, y, z P G.

iiiq σApx1, ξq “ σApx2, ξq, for all x1, x2 P G and ξ P ReppGq.
ivq Ax0

“ A, @x0 P G.

In particular, the proposition above says that for a left-invariant operator A, the
symbol σApx, ξq does not depend on x, so in this case we can define σApξq :“ σApx, ξq
for any x P G.

Remark 2.26. Let A,B : C8pGq Ñ C8pGq be continuous linear operators. Assume
that A is the generator of a C0-semigroup Sptq, that is

@f P C8pGq, Af “ lim
tÑ0

1

t
pSptqf ´ fq , (2.24)

where the limit is taken with respect to the L2-norm on G. If A is left-invariant, note
that

@ξ P pG, σSptqpξq “ etσApξq and σB˚pξq “ σBpξq˚. (2.25)

Remark 2.27 (Fourier multipliers on compact manifolds vs invariant operators). If
A : C8pGq Ñ L2pGq is an invariant operator (with respect to the Laplacian LG)
then we have two notions of global symbols for A. One is defined in terms of the
representation theory of the group G and we will denote this symbol by pσApξqqrξsP pG,
and the other one is that defined when we consider the compact Lie group as a
manifold, and in this case the symbol will be denoted by pσAplqqlPN0

. The relation
of this two symbols has been established in [28, Page 25]. Now, we describe this
relation. In the setting of compact Lie groups the unitary dual being discrete, we can
enumerate the unitary dual as rξjs, for j P N0. In this way we fix the orthonormal
basis

tejkudjk“1
“ td

1

2

ξj
pξjqilu

dξj
i,l“1

(2.26)

where dj “ d2ξj . Then, we have the subspaces Hj “ spantpξjqi,l : i, l “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , dξju.
With the notation above we have

σAplq “

»
———–

σApξlq 0dξlˆdξl
0dξlˆdξl

. . . 0dξlˆdξl

0dξlˆdξl
σApξlq 0dξlˆdξl

. . . 0dξlˆdξl
...

...
...

. . .
...

0dξlˆdξl
0dξlˆdξl

0dξlˆdξl
. . . σApξlq

fi
ffiffiffifl

dlˆdl

.
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3. Control theory on Hilbert spaces: symbol criteria

In this section we present a controllability criterion for the Cauchy problem associ-
ated to Fourier multipliers on Hilbert spaces. As it was shown in the previous section
these are operators leaving invariant a fixed decomposition of the Hilbert space in
subspaces of finite dimension. Such a result is presented below as Theorem 3.5 and
will be formulated in terms of the global matrix-valued symbols of the operators. For
our further analysis we require the following definition.

Definition 3.1 (Image of the Cauchy problem under the Fourier transform). Let H
be a complex Hilbert space and let H8 Ă H be a dense linear subspace of H. Let
H “ À

j Hj be a decompositon of H in orthogonal subspaces Hj of dimension dj P N.

Let A,B : H8 Ñ H be Fourier multipliers relative to the decomposition tHjujPN0
.

Consider the Cauchy problem

(CP):

$
’’&
’’%

du

dt
“ Au ` Bv,

up0q “ u0 P H8.

(3.1)

We define the image of (CP) under the Fourier transform relative the the decompo-
sition tHjujPN0

to be the infinite family of finite-dimensional dynamical systems

p(CP), ℓq :

$
’’&
’’%

dpupℓq
dt

“ σApℓqpupℓq ` σBpℓqpvpℓq,

yup0qpℓq “ pu0pℓq P Cdℓ .

, ℓ P N0. (3.2)

The previous definition is motivated by the reduction of the controllability of the
system (3.1)

Lemma 3.2. The following statements are equivalent.

(1) For all ℓ P N, the Cauchy problem p(CP), ℓq in (4.6) is a controllable dynamical

system at a time T ą 0.
(2) @ℓ P N0, the Kalman condition

rank
“
σBpℓq, σApℓqσBpℓq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApℓqdℓ´1σBpℓq

‰
“ dℓ (3.3)

is satisfied.

(3) @ℓ P N0, Dc “ cpℓ, T q ą 0 such that

Tż

0

||σBpℓq˚ exp ptσApℓq˚qz||2
C
dℓ
dt ě cpℓ, T q2||z||2

C
dℓ
, @z P C

ℓ. (3.4)

Proof. Note that the equivalence (1) ðñ (2) follows from Kalman’s criterion (see
Theorem 2.10). On the other hand, the equivalence (1) ðñ (3) is nothing else
that the observability criterion in Theorem 2.11. It is clear then the equivalence
(2) ðñ (3). The proof of Lemma 4.4 is complete. �
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Remark 3.3. Let cℓ,T be the supremum of the constants c “ cpℓ, T q ą 0 satisfying the
observability inequality (4.8). According to the usual nomenclature of the control
theory, the constant

Cℓ,T :“ 1{cℓ,T
is called the controllability cost of the Cauchy problem (3.2).

Definition 3.4. We will say that the image of the Cauchy problem (3.1) under
the Fourier transform associated to the decomposition tHjujPN, has a finite global

controllability cost if
CT :“ sup

ℓPN
Cℓ,T ă 8. (3.5)

Now, we present the following criterion for the controllability of the Cauchy prob-
lem for Fourier multipliers on Hilbert spaces.

Theorem 3.5. Let H be a complex Hilbert space and let H8 Ă H be a dense linear

subspace of H. Let H “ À
j Hj be a decompositon of H in orthogonal subspaces

Hj of dimension dj P N. Let A,B : H8 Ñ H be Fourier multipliers relative to the

decomposition tHjujPN0
.

(1) If the Cauchy problem $
’’&
’’%

du

dt
“ Au ` Bv,

up0q “ u0 P H8,

(3.6)

is controllable, then for any ℓ P N0, the global symbols σApℓq and σBpℓq of A

and B, respectively, satisfy the Kalman condition:

rank
“
σBpℓq, σApℓqσBpℓq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApℓqdℓ´1σBpℓq

‰
“ dℓ. (3.7)

Additionally, if A generates a strongly continuous semigroup on H, the image

of the Cauchy problem (3.6) under the Fourier transform relative to the de-

composition pHjqjPN, has a finite global controllability cost at time T ą 0, that
is

CT :“ sup
ℓPN0

Cℓ,T ă 8.

Moreover,

CT ď C̃T ,

where C̃T is the controllability cost of (3.6).
(2) Conversely, assume that A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup

on H, and that the Kalman condition (3.7) is satisfied for each ℓ P N0. As-

sume that the image of the Cauchy problem (3.6) under the Fourier transform

relative to the decomposition pHjqjPN, has a finite global controllability cost in

time T ą 0, that is,
CT :“ sup

ℓPN0

Cℓ,T ă 8.

Then, the Cauchy problem (3.6) is controllable at time T ą 0, and its con-

trollability costs C̃T satisfies the inequality

CT ě C̃T . (3.8)
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Proof. For the proof of (1) let us analyse the image of (3.6) under the Fourier trans-
form associated to the decomposition Hj, j P N, in order to deduce (3.7). For the
proof of (2), by following the standard strategy of the control theory, we will reduce
the controllability of the system (3.6) to the validity of the observability inequality
(2.11) in Theorem 2.11.

‚ Assume that the Cauchy problem (3.6) is controllable. By fixing ℓ P N0, and
taking the Fourier transform relative to the decomposition tHjujPN0

, we get

dpupℓq
dt

` xAupℓq “ xBvpℓq

and, since A,B are Fourier multipliers we have the following identity in terms
of the symbols σA and σB of A and B, respectively,

dpupℓq
dt

` σApℓqpupℓq “ σBpℓqpvpℓq. (3.9)

This is a dynamical system in the set of square matrices of order dℓ.
In order to prove the controllability of (3.9) let us take

ζ0, ζT P C
dℓ .

For any ℓ1 P N0 define

u0 “ peℓ1 , ζ0qδℓ,ℓ1 and uT :“ peℓ, ζT qδℓ,ℓ1.

Observe that the Fourier coefficients of u0 and of uT satisfty that

@ℓ ‰ ℓ1, pu0pℓ1q “ 0
C
d
ℓ1 “ puT pℓ1q.

Since each Hj Ă H8, the vectors u0, uT belong to H8 and they satisfy that
pu0pℓq “ ζ0 and xuT pℓq “ ζT . Since (3.6) is controllable, there exists an input
function v such that the solution u of (3.6) satisfies upT q “ uT , so pupℓq is a
solution of (3.9) with pupℓqp0q “ ζ0 and pupℓqpT q “ ζT , i.e., (3.9) is controllable.
By Kalman’s criterion (see Theorem 2.10) we conclude that

rank
“
σBpℓq, σApℓqσBpℓq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApℓqdℓ´1σBpℓq

‰
“ dℓ. (3.10)

To end the proof of (1) we have to prove the estimate of the globally finite

controllability cost of the system (3.9). In view of Theorem 2.11, we have the
observability inequality

Tż

0

||B˚Sptq˚f ||2Hdt ě
ˆ

1

C̃T

˙2

||f ||2H, @f P H
8, (3.11)

where Sptq is the C0-semigroup generated by A. Via Plancherel theorem it is
equivalent to the inequality

Tż

0

ÿ

ℓPN0

||σBpℓq˚ exp ptσApℓq˚q pfpℓq||2
Cdℓ

dt ě
ˆ

1

C̃T

˙2 ÿ

ℓPN0

|| pfpℓq||2
Cdℓ

@f P H
8. (3.12)

Now, if ℓ0 is fixed, and z P C
dℓ0 zt0u is an arbitrary coordinate vector, let us

consider the vector vz P H8 determined by the following Fourier coefficients

pvzpℓq “ zδℓ,ℓ0 , ℓ P N0. (3.13)
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Plugging (3.13) into (3.12) we have that

Tż

0

||σBpℓ0q˚ exp ptσApℓ0q˚qz||2
C
dℓ0

dt ě
ˆ

1

C̃T

˙2

||z||2
Cdℓ

.

This inequality is the observability inequality of the system (3.9) when ℓ “ ℓ0.

Note that if Cℓ,T is the controllability costs of (3.9) when ℓ “ ℓ0, then we have
the inequality ˆ

1

Cℓ0,T

˙2

ě
ˆ

1

C̃T

˙2

from which we deduce that

CT “ sup
ℓ0

CT,ℓ0 ď C̃T ,

as desired. The proof of (1) is complete.
‚ Now, let us prove (2). So, conversely, suppose that

@ℓ P N0, rank
“
σBpℓq, σApℓqσBpℓq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApℓqdℓ´1σBpℓq

‰
“ dℓ.

We want to prove the controllability of the Cauchy problem (3.6) in any time
T ą 0. According to Theorem 2.11, it is sufficient to show that there exists
cT ą 0 such that

Tż

0

||B˚Sptq˚f ||2Hdt ě c2T ||f ||2H, @f P H
8, (3.14)

where Sptq is the C0-semigroup generated by A. By the Kalman criterion, we
know that the system

dγℓ

dt
` σApℓqγℓ “ σBpℓqvℓ (3.15)

is controllable for every ℓ P N0. In consequence, the inequality

Tż

0

||σBpℓq˚ exp ptσApℓq˚qz||2
C
dℓ
dt ě c2ℓ,T ||z||2

C
dℓ
, @z P C

dℓ ,

holds and let us denote by cℓ,T ą 0 the largest constant that satisfies this

inequality. In particular, for z “ pfpℓq we get

Tż

0

||σBpℓq˚ exp ptσApℓq˚q pfpℓq||2
C
dℓ
dt ě c2ℓ,T || pfpℓq||2

C
dℓ
.

By summing over ℓ P N0, we obtain

ÿ

ℓPN0

Tż

0

||σBpℓq˚ exp ptσApℓq˚q pfpℓq||2
C
dℓ
dt ě

ÿ

ℓPN0

c2ℓ,T || pfpℓq||2
C
dℓ
.
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Consequently,

Tż

0

ÿ

ℓPN0

||σBpℓq˚ exp ptσApℓq˚q pfpℓq||2
Cdℓ

dt ě
ÿ

ℓPN0

c2ℓ,T || pfpℓq||2
Cdℓ

.

Using the semigroup property in (2.8) we have that

σBpℓq˚ exp ptσApℓq˚q pfpℓq “ σB˚Sptq˚pℓq pfpℓq
we have that

Tż

0

ÿ

ℓPN0

||σB˚Sptq˚pℓq pfpℓq||2
Cdℓ

dt ě c2T

ÿ

ℓPN0

|| pfpℓq||2
Cdℓ

,

where
cT :“ inf

ℓPN0

cℓ,T .

By Plancherel’s formula (see (2.5)) we have that

Tż

0

||B˚Sptq˚f ||2Hdt “
Tż

0

ÿ

ℓPN0

||σB˚Sptq˚pℓq pfpℓq||2
Cdℓ

dt

and since
||f ||2H “

ÿ

ℓPN0

|| pfpℓq||2
C
dℓ
,

the equality (3.14) holds with

cT :“ inf
ℓPN0

cℓ,T “ inf
ℓPN0

1{Cℓ,T “ 1{ sup
ℓPN0

Cℓ,T ă 8.

The proof of (2) is complete. Indeed, note that the controllability cost C̃T of
(3.6) is the infimum of the constants cT ą 0 satisfying (3.14), from where we
deduce that

CT ě C̃T . (3.16)

Having proved (1) and (2) the proof of Theorem 3.5 is complete. �

4. Applications

4.1. Decoupling Algorithm. In this section we present a variety of applications
of the criterion of controllability in Theorem 3.6 and/or of the following algorithm
developed during its proof.

Algorithm 4.1. We start by fixing two densely defined operators A and B on a
separable Hilbert space H satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3.5.

‚ Algorithm: Criterion for the controllability of the Cauchy problem (3.6).
‚ Input: To give the (global) controllability cost of the systems defined below
in (4.1).

‚ Output: To estimate the cost of controllability of the control system (3.6)
from above.

‚ Instructions:
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Step 1. To compute the group Fourier transform of the system (3.6). Then
one obtains an infinite number of control systems

$
’’&
’’%

dpupℓq
dt

“ σApℓqpupℓq ` σBpℓqpvpξq,

yup0qpℓq “ pu0pℓq,
, ℓ P N0, (4.1)

At this point we recognize the input of our algorithm:
Step 2. To reduce the controllability of the system (3.6) to an observability
inequality that involves the (global) controllability cost of the systems in (4.1).
Step 3. To estimate the controllability cost of the system in (3.6) in terms
of the (global) controllability cost of the systems in (4.1).
Step 4. If the estimated (global) controllability cost of the systems in (4.1)
is finite, we are able to deduce the controllability of (4.1).

4.2. Control for the Cauchy problem on compact manifolds. Let M be a
closed manifold (compact and without boundary). Consider E P Ψν

cl,`pMq be a
classical positive pseudo-differential operator of order ν ą 0 on M, see Hörmander
[46]. Let

‚ Hj “ KerpE ´ λjIq be the family of eigenspaces of E,
‚ Pj : L

2pMq Ñ Hj be the corresponding orthogonal projections,
‚ tdjujPN0

Ă N be the sequence formed by the dimensions of each Hj.

The following corollary gives the controllability for the Cauchy problem associated
to E-invariant operators.

Corollary 4.2. Let M be a compact manifold without boundary. Let E be a positive

classical pseudo-differential operator on M and let us consider the operators A,B :
C8pMq Ñ C8pMq being E-invariant operators.

(1) If the Cauchy problem
$
’’&
’’%

du

dt
“ Au ` Bv,

up0q “ u0 P C8pMq
(4.2)

is controllable, then for any ℓ P N0, the global symbols σApℓq and σBpℓq of A

and B associated to the spectral decomposition of E, respectively, satisfy the

Kalman condition:

rank
“
σBpℓq, σApℓqσBpℓq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApℓqdℓ´1σBpℓq

‰
“ dℓ. (4.3)

Additionally, if A generates a strongly continuous semigroup on L2pMq, the
image of the Cauchy problem (4.2) under the Fourier transform relative to the

decomposition pHj “ KerpE ´ λjIqqjPN, has a finite global controllability cost

at time T ą 0, that is

CT :“ sup
ℓPN0

Cℓ,T ă 8.

Moreover,

CT ď C̃T ,
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where C̃T is the controllability cost of (4.2).
(2) Conversely, assume that A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup

on H, and that the Kalman condition (4.3) is satisfied for each ℓ P N0. As-

sume that the image of the Cauchy problem (4.2) under the Fourier transform

relative to the spectral decomposition pHj “ KerpE ´ λjIqqjPN, has a finite

global controllability cost at time T ą 0, that is,

CT :“ sup
ℓPN0

Cℓ,T ă 8.

Then, the Cauchy problem (4.2) is controllable at time T ą 0, and its con-

trollability costs C̃T satisfies the inequality

CT ě C̃T . (4.4)

Proof. The statement of this corollary follows from Theorem 3.5 applied to the E-
invariant operators A and B which, equivalently, are Fourier multipliers relative to
the spectral decomposition Hj “ KerpE ´λjIq. Note that in this case H8 “ C8pMq
and H “ L2pMq. �

4.3. Kalman criterion on compact Lie groups. In this subsection we prove our
controllability criterion in the setting of compact Lie groups. First, we adapt Defini-
tion 3.1 in terms of the group Fourier transform of the group.

Definition 4.3. Let A,B : C8pGq Ñ C8pGq be continuous and left-invariant linear
operators. Consider the Cauchy problem

(CP) :

$
’’&
’’%

du

dt
“ Au ` Bv,

up0q “ u0 P C8pGq.
(4.5)

We define the image of (CP) under the group Fourier transform to be the infinite
family of finite-dimensional dynamical systems

p(CP), rξsq :

$
’’&
’’%

dpupξq
dt

“ σApξqpupξq ` σBpξqpvpξq,

yup0qpξq “ pu0pξq P Cdξˆdξ .

, rξs P pG. (4.6)

We present the following version of Lemma 3.2 adapted to Definition 4.3 for left-
invariant operators.

Lemma 4.4. The following statements are equivalent.

(1) For all ξ P ReppGq, the Cauchy problem p(CP), rξsq in (4.6) is a controllable

dynamical system at a time T ą 0.
(2) @ξ P ReppGq, the Kalman condition

rank
“
σBpξq, σApξqσBpξq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApξqdξ´1σBpξq

‰
“ dξ (4.7)

is satisfied.
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(3) @ξ P ReppGq, Dc “ cpξ, T q ą 0 such that

Tż

0

||σBpξq˚ exp ptσApξq˚qz||2HSdt ě cpξ, T q2||z||2HS, @z P C
dξˆdξ . (4.8)

Proof. The proof follows exactly the same steps as the one done above for Lemma 3.2.
Indeed, the equivalence (1) ðñ (2) follows from Kalman’s criterion (see Theorem
2.10). On the other hand, the equivalence (1) ðñ (3) is nothing else that the
observability criterion in Theorem 2.11. Is clear then the equivalence (2) ðñ (3).
The proof of Lemma 4.4 is complete. �

Remark 4.5. Let cξ,T be the supremum of the constants c “ cpξ, T q ą 0 satisfying
the observability inequality (4.8). According to the usual nomenclature of the control
theory, the constant

Cξ,T :“ 1{cξ,T
is called the controllability cost of the Cauchy problem (4.6).

Definition 4.6. We will say that the image of the Cauchy problem (4.5) under the
group Fourier transform has a finite global controllability cost if

CT :“ sup
rξsP pG

Cξ,T ă 8. (4.9)

The following is the main theorem of this subsection.

Theorem 4.7. Let G be a compact Lie group and let A,B : C8pGq Ñ C8pGq be

continuous left-invariant linear operators.

(1) If the Cauchy problem
$
’’&
’’%

du

dt
“ Au ` Bv,

up0q “ u0 P C8pGq
(4.10)

is controllable in time T ą 0. Then, for each representation space the global

symbols σA and σB of A and B, respectively, satisfy the Kalman condition:

rank
“
σBpξq, σApξqσBpξq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApξqdξ´1σBpξq

‰
“ dξ. (4.11)

Additionally, if A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on

L2pGq, the image of the Cauchy problem (4.5) under the group Fourier trans-

form has a finite global controllability cost at time T ą 0, that is,

CT :“ sup
rξsP pG

Cξ,T ă 8.

Moreover, if C̃T is the controllability costs of (4.5) then

CT ď C̃T . (4.12)

(2) Conversely, assume that A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup

on L2pGq, and that the Kalman condition (4.11) is satisfied for each ξ P
ReppGq. Assume that the image of the Cauchy problem (4.5) under the group
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Fourier transform has a finite global controllability cost at time T ą 0, that
is,

CT :“ sup
rξsP pG

Cξ,T ă 8.

Then, the Cauchy problem (4.5) is controllable at time T ą 0, and its con-

trollability costs C̃T satisfies the inequality

CT ě C̃T . (4.13)

Proof. For the proof of p1q note that a direct application of Theorem 3.6 provides a
Kalman condition of dimension d2ξ in any representation space (see Remark 2.27). To
reduce the dimension we will use the Cayley-Hamiton theorem in each representation
space. We do it as follows.

‚ Proof of (1). Assume that the Cauchy problem (4.10) is controllable. By
fixing ξ P ReppGq and taking the group Fourier transform in both sides, we
get

dpupξq
dt

“ xAupξq ` xBvpξq.
Since A,B are left-invariant we have

dpupξq
dt

“ σApξqpupξq ` σBpξqpvpξq. (4.14)

This is a dynamical system in the set of square matrices of order dξ which can

be identified with C
d2ξ via

Z “ pzijqdξˆdξ ÞÝÑ

¨
˚̋

Z1

...
Zdξ

˛
‹‚, (4.15)

where Zj denotes de j-th column vector of the matrix Z; so that equation
(4.25) becomes

dpUpξq
dt

“ ΣApξq pUpξq ` ΣBpξqpV pξq, (4.16)

with

ΣCpξq :“

¨
˚̊
˝

σCpξq 0dξˆdξ ¨ ¨ ¨ 0dξˆdξ

0dξˆdξ σCpξq ¨ ¨ ¨ 0dξˆdξ
...

...
. . .

...
0dξˆdξ 0dξˆdξ ¨ ¨ ¨ σCpξq

˛
‹‹‚, C P tA,Bu,

pUpξq :“

¨
˝

pupξq1
...

pupξqdξ

˛
‚ and pV pξq :“

¨
˝

pvpξq1
...

pvpξqdξ

˛
‚.

With the notation above, we have proved that the two systems

dpupξq
dt

“ σApξqpupξq ` σBpξqpvpξq, dpUpξq
dt

“ ΣApξq pUpξq ` ΣBpξqpV pξq, (4.17)
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are equivalent, in the sense that any solution of (4.25) induces a solution of
the system (4.16) and vice versa. Observe also that we can enumerate the

unitary dual pG as rξjs, for j P N0. In this way we fix the orthonormal basis

tejkudjk“1
“ td

1

2

ξj
pξjqilu

dξj
i,l“1

(4.18)

where dj “ d2ξj . Then, we have the subspaces

Hj “ spantpξjqi,l : i, l “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , dξju.
In view of Remark 2.27, note that the symbols σApℓq and σBpℓq of A and B

relative to the decomposition Hj “ spantpξjqi,l : i, l “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , dξju are given by

σApℓq ” ΣApξℓq and σBpℓq ” ΣBpξℓq, ℓ P N0, (4.19)

respectively. Now, by applying Theorem 3.5, we deduce that our hypothesis
(1) implies the Kalman condition

rank
”
ΣBpξℓq, ΣApξℓqΣBpξℓq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ΣApξℓqd

2

ξℓ
´1
ΣBpξℓq

ı
“ d2ξℓ ,

where we have used that for any ℓ, dℓ “ d2ξℓ . Since the map ℓ ÞÑ rξℓs is a
bijection, we will omit the subscript ℓ in ξℓ and we will return to the generic
notation ξ for a unitary representation ξ P ReppGq. Now, let us make a re-
finement of the Kalman condition

rank
”
ΣBpξq, ΣApξqΣBpξq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ΣApξqd2ξ´1ΣBpξq

ı
“ d2ξ.

For instance, note that

ΣApξqjΣBpξq “

¨
˚̊
˝

σApξqjσBpξq 0dξˆdξ ¨ ¨ ¨ 0dξˆdξ

0dξˆdξ σApξqjσBpξq ¨ ¨ ¨ 0dξˆdξ
...

...
. . .

...
0dξˆdξ 0dξˆdξ ¨ ¨ ¨ σApξqjσBpξq

˛
‹‹‚, j “ 0, ..., d2ξ ´ 1.

Thus

rank
”
ΣBpξq, ΣApξqΣBpξq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ΣApξqd2ξ´1ΣBpξq

ı
“

dξ ¨ rank
”
σBpξq, σApξqσBpξq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApξqdξ2´1σBpξq

ı
,

and therefore

rank
”
σBpξq, σApξqσBpξq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApξqdξ2´1σBpξq

ı
“ dξ.

Now, by the Caley-Hamilton theorem we know that if

PσApξqpλq “ detpλIdξˆdξ ´ σApξqq “ λdξ ´
dξ´1ÿ

j“0

αξ,jλ
j,

is the characteristic polynomial of the symbol σApξq, then
PσApξqpσApξqq “ 0,
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which is equivalent to say that

σApξqdξ “
dξ´1ÿ

j“0

αξ,jσApξqj. (4.20)

In consequence, for every j P tdξ, ..., d2ξ ´ 1u, there exist c0j , c
1

j , ¨ ¨ ¨ , cjj P C,

where each c
j
k “ c

j
kpξq depends of ξ, such that

σApξqj “
jÿ

k“0

ckjσApξqk.

So in the matrix
“
σBpξq, σApξqσBpξq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApξqdξ´1σBpξq

‰
,

the terms σApξqjσBpξq, dξ ď j ď d2ξ ´1, can be written as a linear combination

of the first dξ ´ 1 matrix-blocks σApξqj1

σBpξq, 1 ď j1 ď dξ ´ 1. After doing the
Gaussian reduction we have that

rank
“
σBpξq, σApξqσBpξq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApξqdξ´1σBpξq

‰
“

rank
”
σBpξq, σApξqσBpξq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApξqdξ2´1σBpξq

ı
“ dξ.

The proof of (1) is complete.
‚ Now, let us prove (2). So, conversely, suppose that

@ξ P ReppGq, rank
“
σBpξq, σApξqσBpξq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApξqdξ´1σBpξq

‰
“ dξ.

We want to prove the controllability of the Cauchy problem (4.10) at any time
T ą 0. According to Theorem 2.11, it is sufficient to show that there exists
cT ą 0 such that

Tż

0

||B˚Sptq˚f ||2L2pGqdt ě c2T ||f ||2L2pGq, @f P L2pGq, (4.21)

where Sptq is the C0-semigroup generated by A. By the Kalman criterion, we
know that the system

dγξ

dt
` σApξqγξ “ σBpξqvξ (4.22)

is controllable for every ξ P ReppGq. In consequence the inequality

Tż

0

||σBpξq˚ exp ptσApξq˚qz||2HSdt ě c2ξ,T ||z||2HS, @z P C
dξˆdξ , (4.23)

holds and let us denote by cξ,T ą 0 the largest constant that satisfies this
inequality. Now, by using the identification in (4.15) we observe that the
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observability inequality in (4.23) is equivalent to the following observability
inequality

Tż

0

||ΣBpξq˚ exp ptΣApξq˚qz||2
C
d2
ξ
dt ě c2ξ,T ||z||2

C
d2
ξ
, @z P C

d2ξ . (4.24)

This analysis shows that the controllability costs of the systems

dpupξq
dt

“ σApξqpupξq ` σBpξqpvpξq, dpUpξq
dt

“ ΣApξq pUpξq ` ΣBpξqpV pξq, (4.25)

are the same. In other words, by following the lines in the proof of (2) in
Theorem 3.6, we have that the following observability inequality

Tż

0

||B˚Sptq˚f ||2L2pGqdt ě c2T ||f ||2L2pGq, @f P L2pGq,

holds with
cT :“ inf

rξsP pG
cξ,T .

So the equality in (4.21) holds with

cT :“ inf
rξsP pG

cξ,T “ inf
rξsP pG

1{Cξ,T “ 1{ sup
rξsP pG

Cξ,T ă 8.

The proof of (2) is complete. Indeed, note that the controllability cost C̃T of
(4.10) is the infimum of the constants cT ą 0 satisfying (4.21), from where we
deduce that

CT ě C̃T . (4.26)

Having proved (1) and (2) the proof of Theorem 4.7 is complete. �

4.4. Controllability for fractional subelliptic diffusion models. Let G be a
compact Lie group, X “ tX1, ..., Xku be an orthonormal set of real left-invariant
vector fields satisfying the Hörmander condition at step r, and let s ą 0. The positive
fractional sub-Laplacian on G or order s associated to X is the operator

Ls :“
˜

´
kÿ

j“1

X2

j

¸s{2

.

The symbol of Ls can be computed in terms of the symbol of the sub-Laplacian

L “ ´
kř

j“1

X2

j ,

σLpξq ” diagpλ1,rξs, ..., λdξ,rξsq, ξ P ReppGq,
as follows

σLspξq “ diagpλs{2
1,rξs, ..., λ

s{2
dξ,rξsq, ξ P ReppGq. (4.27)

Recall that there exist constants c, C ą 0 such that the values λj,rξs satisfy the
inequality (see [39])

cxξy1{r ď λ
1{2
j,rξs ď Cxξy, @ξ P ReppGq, @j P t1, ..., dξu. (4.28)
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We have that σLspξq does not depend on x P G, and that Ls is left-invariant. Let us
consider the subelliptic diffusion model

du

dt
“ ´Lsu ` Bv. (4.29)

We shall prove the following:

(1) If (4.29) is controllable then B : C8pGq Ñ ImpBq Ă C8pGq is invertible.
(2) If B : C8pGq Ñ ImpBq Ă C8pGq is invertible on its image subspace and its

matrix-valued symbol satisfies the lower bound

@z P C
dξˆdξ , }σBpξq˚z}HS ě CBxξyκ}z}HS, (4.30)

for some κ ě s{2, then (4.29) is a controllable system.

For the proof of (1) let us proceed as follows. If (4.29) is controllable in any time
T ą 0 then, by Theorem 4.7,

rankrσBpξq, σ´LspξqσBpξq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σ´Lspξqdξ´1σBpξqs “ dξ, @ξ P ReppGq.
But

σ´Lspξq “ σ´Lspx, ξq “ ξpxq˚p´Lsξpxqq “ ´pξpxq˚
Lsξpxqq “ ´σLspx, ξq “ ´σLspξq

(see Theorem 2.23), hence

rankrσBpξq,´σLspξqσBpξq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , r´σLspξqsdξ´1σBpξqs “ dξ, @ξ P ReppGq.
Since σLspξq is a diagonal matrix we can show, by doing Gaussian reduction, that

rankrσBpξq,´σLspξqσBpξq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , r´σLspξqsdξ´1σBpξqs “ rankrσBpξqs,
so rankrσBpξqs “ dξ, @ξ P ReppGq, i.e., σBpξq is invertible for all ξ P ReppGq. The
formula

B´1fpxq “
ÿ

rξsP pG

dξTrrξpxqσBpξq´1 pfpξqs

defines the inverse B´1 : ImpBq Ñ C8pGq of B : C8pGq Ñ ImpBq Ă C8pGq. For the
proof of (2) let us proceed as follows. Note that the constant

X
2

ξ,T “ inf
z‰0

ż T

0

||σBpξq˚ exp ptσ´Lspξq˚qz||2
HS
dt

||z||2
HS

, (4.31)

satisfies the inequality

Tż

0

||σBpξq˚ exp ptσ´Lspξq˚qz||2HSdt ě X
2

ξ,T ||z||2HS, @z ‰ 0. (4.32)

Let c2ξ,T ě X 2

ξ,T be the largest constant satisfying the inequality in (4.32). Note that

c2ξ,T ě X
2

ξ,T “ inf
z‰0

ż T

0

||σBpξq˚ exp p´tσLspξq˚qz||2
HS
dt

||z||2
HS
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ě inf
z‰0

ż T

0

C2

Bxξy2κ
ˇ̌
ˇ
ˇ̌
ˇexp

”
´t ¨ diag

´
λ
s{2
1,rξs, ..., λ

s{2
dξ,rξs

¯ı
z
ˇ̌
ˇ
ˇ̌
ˇ
2

HS

dt

||z||2
HS

(by (4.30)),

“ inf
z‰0

ż T

0

C2

Bxξy2κ
ˇ̌
ˇ
ˇ̌
ˇdiag

´
exp p´tλ

s{2
1,rξsq, ..., exp p´tλ

s{2
dξ,rξsq

¯
z
ˇ̌
ˇ
ˇ̌
ˇ
2

HS

dt

||z||2
HS

ě inf
z‰0

ż T

0

C2

Bxξy2κ exp p´2tγ
s{2
rξs q ||z||2

HS
dt

||z||2
HS

(where γrξs :“ max
1ďjďdξ

λj,rξs),

ě inf
z‰0

ż T

0

C2

Bxξy2κ exp p´2tCxξysq ||z||2
HS

dt

||z||2
HS

(by (4.28)),

“ C2

Bxξy2κ ˆ
`
1 ´ e´2TCxξys

˘

2Cxξys
“ C2

Bxξy2κ´s
`
1 ´ e´2TCxξys

˘

In consequence, since xξy ě 1 and κ ě s{2, we have that

c2ξ,T ě C2

Bxξy2κ´s
`
1 ´ e´2TCxξys

˘
ě C2

B

`
1 ´ e´2TC

˘
‰ 0. (4.33)

All the previous analysis shows that

inf
rξsP pG

c2ξ,T ě C2

B

`
1 ´ e´2TC

˘
‰ 0. (4.34)

With the notation of the proof of Theorem 4.7 we have that

cT :“ inf
rξsP pG

cξ,T “ inf
rξsP pG

1{Cξ,T “ 1{ sup
rξsP pG

Cξ,T ă 8.

Then, we have proved that (4.29) is a controllable system. Note that in this case the

controllability cost C̃T of (4.29) can be estimated as

C̃
2

T ď C
2

T “ sup
rξsP pG

C
2

ξ,T “ inf
rξsP pG

1{c2ξ,T ď 1

C2

B p1 ´ e´2TCq .

In consequence,

C̃T ď 1

CB

a
p1 ´ e´2TCq

.

Summarising all the discussion above we have proved the following controllability
criterion for subelliptic diffusions models on G.

Theorem 4.8. Let G be a compact Lie group, and let B : C8pGq Ñ C8pGq be a

continuous left-invariant linear operator.
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(1) If the Cauchy problem
$
’’&
’’%

du

dt
“ ´Lsu ` Bv,

up0q “ u0 P C8pGq
(4.35)

is controllable in time T ą 0, then B : C8pGq Ñ ImpBq Ă C8pGq is an

invertible continuous linear operator on its image.

(2) Conversely, assume B : C8pGq Ñ ImpBq Ă C8pGq is invertible on its image

subspace and that its matrix-valued symbol satisfies the lower bound

@z P C
dξˆdξ , }σBpξq˚z}HS ě CBxξyκ}z}HS, (4.36)

for some κ ě s{2. Then (4.35) is a controllable system and its controllability

cost C̃T satisfies the estimate

C̃T ď 1

CB

a
p1 ´ e´2TCq

, (4.37)

for some C ą 0.

4.5. Wave equation vs. heat equation on Hilbert spaces. Let H be a complex
Hilbert space and let H8 Ă H be a dense linear subspace of H. Let H “ À

j Hj be a
decompositon of H in orthogonal subspaces Hj of dimension dj P N. Let A,B : H8 Ñ
H be Fourier multipliers relative to the decomposition tHjujPN0

. Let us consider the
second order Cauchy problem

$
’&
’%

d2u

dt2
“ Au ` Bv;

up0q “ u0, utp0q “ ũ0,

(4.38)

where u : r0, T s Ñ H8 is of C2-class in time. The differential equation in (4.38) is
a wave equation and, analogously to the case of a first-order control system, we say
that it is controllable in time T ą 0 if for every uT , ũT P H8, there exists a control
v : r0, T s Ñ H8 such that the solution of (4.38) satisfies upT q “ uT and utpT q “ ũT .

On the other hand, the first order differential equation in (3.6) is a heat equation.
It is well known that in the case of internal control (i.e. when B is given by the
multiplication operator Bv “ 1ωv where ω is an open subset of G) the controllability
of (4.38) implies the controllability of (4.10). We refer to Kannai [51], Russell [62], and
Miller [60] for details. We shall prove the same result for any left-invariant operator
B satisfying some conditions. More precisely, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.9. Let A,B : H8 Ñ H be Fourier multipliers relative to the decompo-

sition tHjujPN0
of a Hilbert space H. Assume that A is the generator of a strongly

continuous semigroup. If the second order Cauchy problem
$
’&
’%

d2u

dt2
“ Au ` Bv;

up0q “ u0, utp0q “ ũ0; u0, ũ0 P H8,

(4.39)
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is controllable in time T ą 0 then first order Cauchy problem
$
’’&
’’%

du

dt
“ Au ` Bv,

up0q “ u0 P H8

(4.40)

is controllable in time T ą 0 provided that the image of the Cauchy problem (4.40)
under the Fourier transform relative to the decomposition pHjqjPN, has a finite global

controllability cost at time T ą 0.

Proof. First, we will make a reduction of order by setting u1 :“ u and u2 :“ ut so
that the Cauchy problem (4.39) becomes

$
’’’’&
’’’’%

d

dt

ˆ
u1

u2

˙
“

ˆ
0 Id
A 0

˙ ˆ
u1

u2

˙
`

ˆ
0 0
0 B

˙ ˆ
w

v

˙
,

ˆ
u1p0q
u2p0q

˙
“

ˆ
u0

ũ0

˙
.

(4.41)

It is clear that the notion of controllability that we defined for (4.39) is equivalent to
the definition of controllability of the first order system (4.41). Let us suppose that
(4.41) is controllable in time T ą 0. We shall show that the finite-dimensional control
system

$
’’’’&
’’’’%

d

dt

ˆ
pu1pℓq
pu2pℓq

˙
“

ˆ
0 I

σApℓq 0

˙ ˆ
pu1pℓq
pu2pℓq

˙
`

ˆ
0 0
0 σBpℓq

˙ ˆ
pwpℓq
pvpℓq

˙
,

ˆ
pu1pℓqp0q
pu2pℓqp0q

˙
“

ˆ pu0pℓq
p̃u0pℓq

˙
,

(4.42)

where pujpℓq, σApℓq, I, σBpℓq, pwpℓq,pvpℓq P Cdℓˆdℓ , is also controllable in time T. In fact,

let

ˆ
ζ1,T
ζ2,T

˙
P C

2dℓˆdℓ , then the Fourier inversion formula implies that the functions

uT :“ peℓ, ζ1,T q
C
dℓ and ũT :“ peℓ, ζ2,T q

C
dℓ

belong to H8 and xuT pℓq “ ζ1,T , p̃uT pℓq “ ζ2,T . Since (4.41) is controllable, there exist

w, v : r0, T s Ñ H8 such that the solution

ˆ
u1

u2

˙
of (4.41) is such that u1pT q “ uT

and u2pT q “ ũT . By taking the Fourier transform in (4.41) at ℓ P N we obtain thatˆ
pu1pℓq
pu2pℓq

˙
is the solution of (4.42) and

ˆ
pu1pℓqpT q
pu2pℓqpT q

˙
“

ˆ
ζ1,T
ζ2,T

˙
. This argument

holds for any

ˆ
ζ1,T
ζ2,T

˙
, thus (4.42) is controllable in time T. Now, we can apply the

rank Kalman condition to conclude that

rank

«ˆ
0 I

σApℓq 0

˙j ˆ
0 0
0 σBpℓq

˙ff

0ďjď2dℓ´1

“ 2dℓ,
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but

ˆ
0 I

σApℓq 0

˙j ˆ
0 0
0 σBpℓq

˙
“

$
’’’’&
’’’’%

ˆ
0 0

0 σApℓq j
2σBpℓq

˙
, if j is even,

ˆ
0 σApℓq j´1

2 σBpℓq
0 0

˙
, if j is odd,

thus

2dℓ “ rank

«ˆ
0 I

σApℓq 0

˙j ˆ
0 0
0 σBpℓq

˙ff

0ďjď2dℓ´1

“ rank

„ˆ
0 0
0 σApℓqiσBpℓq

˙
,

ˆ
0 σApℓqiσBpℓq
0 0

˙

0ďiďdℓ´1

“ 2 ¨ rankrσBpℓq, σApℓqσBpℓq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApℓqdℓ´1σBpℓqs

ùñ rankrσBpℓq, σApℓqσBpℓq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApℓqdℓ´1σBpℓqs “ dℓ.

This means that the rank Kalman condition (4.11) is satisfied for each ℓ P N0. Ad-
ditionally, if A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup and the image
of the Cauchy problem (4.40) under the group Fourier transform has finite global
controllability cost, then by Theorem 4.7 (2), the system (4.40) is controllable. This
completes the proof. �

As a consequence of Theorem 4.9, we consider the following application to the case
of compact Lie groups.

Corollary 4.10. Let G be a compact Lie group, and A,B : C8pGq ÝÑ C8pGq be

continuous left-invariant linear operators such that A is the generator of a strongly

continuous semigroup. If the second order Cauchy problem

$
’&
’%

d2u

dt2
“ Au ` Bv;

up0q “ u0, utp0q “ ũ0; u0, ũ0 P C8pGq,
(4.43)

is controllable in time T ą 0. Then, the first order Cauchy problem
$
’’&
’’%

du

dt
“ Au ` Bv,

up0q “ u0 P C8pGq
(4.44)

is controllable in time T ą 0, provided that its image under the group Fourier trans-

form has finite global controllability cost.
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Proof. For the proof let us use the notation in Remark 2.27. We can enumerate the
unitary dual pG as rξjs, for j P N0. In this way we fix the orthonormal basis

tejkudjk“1
“ td

1

2

ξj
pξjqilu

dξj
i,l“1

, (4.45)

where dj “ d2ξj . Then, we have the subspaces

Hj “ spantpξjqi,l : i, l “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , dξju.

In view of Remark 2.27, note that the symbols σApℓq and σBpℓq of A and B relative
to the decomposition Hj “ spantpξjqi,l : i, l “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , dξju are given by

σApℓq ” ΣApξℓq and σBpℓq ” ΣBpξℓq, ℓ P N0, (4.46)

respectively. The statement of Corollary 4.10 follows from Theorem 4.9. �

Corollary 4.11. In the context of Theorem 4.9, assume that the operator

Ã “
ˆ

0 Id
A 0

˙

is the infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup and that the rank Kalman condition

rankrσBpℓq, σApℓqσBpℓq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApℓqdℓ´1σBpℓqs “ dℓ, (4.47)

holds for every ℓ P N0. Then the wave equation d2u{dt2 “ Au ` Bv is controllable in

any time T ą 0 provided that

inf
ℓPN0

sup
pz1,z2q‰p0,0q

ż T

0

||σBpℓq˚S1ptqσApℓq˚z1 ` σBpℓq˚S2ptqz2||2
HS

dt

||z1||2
HS

` ||z2||2
HS

ą 0, (4.48)

where z1, z2 P Cdℓ , and

S1ptq :“
8ÿ

n“0

t2n`1

p2n ` 1q!pσApℓq˚qn, and S2ptq :“
8ÿ

n“0

t2n

p2nq!pσApℓq˚qn, 0 ď t ď T.

Proof. Note that the rank Kalman condition (4.47) is equivalent to the following
Kalman conditon (as we have established in the proof of Theorem 4.9)

rank

«ˆ
0 I

σApℓq 0

˙j ˆ
0 0
0 σBpℓq

˙ff

0ďjď2dℓ´1

“ 2dℓ

“ 2rankrσBpℓq, σApℓqσBpℓq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApℓqdℓ´1σBpℓqs

and note that the observability inequality for the system (4.42) reduces to

ż T

0

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˆ

0 0
0 σBpℓq˚

˙
exp

„
t

ˆ
0 I

σApℓq˚ 0

˙ ˆ
z1
z2

˙ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
2

HS

dt ě c2ℓ,T

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˆ

z1
z2

˙ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
2

HS

.
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Since

ˆ
0 I

σApℓq˚ 0

˙j

“

$
’’’’’’&
’’’’’’%

˜
pσApℓq˚q j

2 0

0 pσApℓq˚q j
2

¸
, if j is even,

˜
0 pσApℓq˚q j´1

2

pσApℓq˚q j`1

2 0

¸
, if j is odd,

then we have that

exp

„
t

ˆ
0 I

σApℓq˚ 0

˙
“

ˆ
S2ptq S1ptq

S1ptqσApℓq˚ S2ptq

˙

so, the observability inequality above becomes
ż T

0

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˆ

0 0
0 σBpℓq˚

˙ ˆ
S2ptq S1ptq

S1ptqσApℓq˚ S2ptq

˙ ˆ
z1
z2

˙ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
2

HS

dt ě c2ℓ,T
`
||z1||2

HS
` ||z2||2

HS

˘
,

or equivalently,
ż T

0

||σBpℓq˚S1ptqσApℓq˚z1 ` σBpℓq˚S2ptqz2||2
HS

dt ě c2ℓ,T
`
||z1||2

HS
` ||z2||2

HS

˘
.

From here we can see that the condition (4.48) is nothing but the property that the
Fourier transform of the system (4.41) relative to the decomposition pHjqjPN0

has
finite global controllability cost. Therefore, by Theorem 3.5, the system (4.41) is
controllable, so is (4.38). �

Remark 4.12. It is known that in the case of a compact Riemannian manifold pM, gq,
if A “ ∆, where ∆ is the negative Laplacian to the metric g, the operator

∆̃ “
ˆ

0 Id
∆ 0

˙

is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup. This is due to the
fact that it is dissipative with respect to a specific inner product defined in terms
of the metric and the gradient of the manifold (see the classical work of Chen and
Millman [22] for details).

4.6. Control of the Schrödinger equation on Hilbert spaces. Let us consider
the Schrödinger equation $

’&
’%

i
du

dt
“ Au ` Bv;

up0q “ u0,

(4.49)

where u : r0, T s Ñ H8 is of C2-class in time, and A,B : H8 Ñ H are Fourier
multipliers relative to the decomposition tHjujPN0

of a Hilbert space H. It is clear
that (4.49) is equivalent to the following Cauchy problem

$
’&
’%

du

dt
“ ´iAu ´ iBv;

up0q “ u0.

(4.50)
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Moreover, since σ´iApℓq “ ´iσApℓq and σ´iBpℓq “ ´iσBpℓq, for all ℓ P N, the Kalman
condition

@ℓ P N, rank
“
σ´iBpℓq, σ´iApℓqpℓqσ´iBpℓq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σ´iApℓqpℓqdℓ´1σ´iBpℓq

‰
“ dℓ, (4.51)

holds if and only if the Kalman condition

@ℓ P N, rank
“
σBpℓq, σApℓqσBpℓq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApℓqdℓ´1σBpℓq

‰
“ dℓ, (4.52)

is satisfied. In view of the discussion above we have the following consequence of The-
orem 3.5 for Schrödinger type models. Note that the natural assumption is that the
operator ´iA generates a C0-semigroup, which happens if for example the operator
A : H8 Ñ H is an unbounded self-adjoint operator, see e.g. [69].

Corollary 4.13. Let H be a complex Hilbert space and let H8 Ă H be a dense linear

subspace of H. Let H “ À
j Hj be a decompositon of H in orthogonal subspaces

Hj of dimension dj P N. Let A,B : H8 Ñ H be Fourier multipliers relative to the

decomposition tHjujPN0
.

(1) Assume that the Schr̈odinger equation
$
’’&
’’%

i
du

dt
“ Au ` Bv,

up0q “ u0 P H8,

(4.53)

is controllable, then for any ℓ P N0, the global symbols σApℓq and σBpℓq of A

and B, respectively, satisfy the Kalman condition:

rank
“
σBpℓq, σApℓqσBpℓq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σApℓqdℓ´1σBpℓq

‰
“ dℓ. (4.54)

Additionally, if ´iA generates a strongly continuous semigroup on H, the

image of the Cauchy problem (4.50) under the Fourier transform relative to

the decomposition pHjqjPN, has a finite global controllability cost at time T ą 0,
that is

CT :“ sup
ℓPN0

Cℓ,T ă 8.

Moreover,

CT ď C̃T ,

where C̃T is the controllability cost of (4.50).
(2) Conversely, assume that ´iA is the generator of a strongly continuous semi-

group on H, and that the Kalman condition (4.54) is satisfied for each ℓ P N0.

Assume that the image of the Cauchy problem (4.50) under the Fourier trans-

form relative to the decomposition pHjqjPN, has a finite global controllability

cost in time T ą 0, that is,

CT :“ sup
ℓPN0

Cℓ,T ă 8.

Then, the Cauchy problem (4.53) is controllable at time T ą 0, and its con-

trollability costs C̃T satisfies the inequality

CT ě C̃T . (4.55)
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5. Conclusions

In this work, we have considered the problem of the controllability of the Cauchy
problem on complex Hilbert spaces. Our approach reduces the controllability of
the system to the validity of the Kalman condition for an infinite number of finite-
dimensional controllability systems. This reduction is done by the Fourier analysis
induced by a fixed orthogonal decomposition of the underlying Hilbert space over
subspaces of finite dimension and the criterion is presented in terms of the matrix-
valued symbols relative to these kinds of decomposition as developed in [27,28]. After
presenting our main Theorem 3.6 we have identified in Algorithm 4.1 the required
steps to analyse the controllability for a variety of problems that satisfy the invariance
property in Theorem 3.6. In particular, we have introduced the notion of the global

controllability cost of the image of a system under the Fourier transform relative
to a decomposition pHjqjPN of a Hilbert space H. In terms of this notion we have
estimated in a sharp way the controllability cost of the system. The prototype of
the models under consideration as well as their controllability has been extensively
analysed in Section 4. There we have considered the control of subelliptic diffusion
models on compact Lie groups associated with left-invariant operators, the control of
fractional diffusion models for elliptic operators on compact manifolds and also, we
have deduced some properties of the control for wave and Schrödinger equations and
we have explained/illustrated the relation of such properties with respect to Kalman
type criteria.
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